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Abstract
To achieve multi-Gb/s data rates over backplane
channels, equalization is required to compensate for the
non-idealities of the channels. In this paper, we first show
that with decision-feedback equalization (DFE) handling
postcursor inter-symbol interference (ISI), cancelling
precursor ISI with transmitter equalization degrades rather
than improves performance for most channels. This is due
to the interaction between equalization adaptation and
clock-data recovery (CDR), coupled with transmitter peakpower constraint. To minimize the impact of precursor ISI
on the bit-error-rate (BER), we propose a new method of
Fig. 1 (a) Transceiver architecture with transmitter equalization
adapting CDR phase for maximum voltage margin.
and receiver DFE. The first DFE tap is realized as PrDFE. (b)
Introduction
PrDFE eye diagram. For timing recovery, the edge samplers can
At high data rates, signal integrity issues such as
be placed at two of the three levels indicated. Data filtering is
dispersion and reflection introduce substantial ISI and limit
used for valid edge samples. By default, Dedge is set to Ddata.
channel bandwidth. Equalizers such as transmit FIR (TxFIR) and receiver DFE are widely used in high-speed links
through the adaptation engine. This interaction causes the
to mitigate the impact of ISI on link performance. Due to a
system shown in Fig. 1 to converge to a steady state with
transmitter peak-power constraint, transmitter equalization
suboptimal performance.
is typically de-emphasis, attenuating low-frequency
For simplicity, we assume Dedge is set to 0. In this case,
components to obtain a relatively flat frequency response.
PrDFE edge samplers reduce to simple NRZ edge samplers.
Therefore, Tx-FIR reduces ISI at the expense of signal
The analysis below can be readily extended for nonzero
swing. DFE typically has no peak power constraint and
Dedge. In this case, the CDR nominally locks to the phase
removes ISI energy without reducing the signal swing.
where the mean of the edge samples is zero,
However, unlike Tx-FIR, DFE cannot remove precursor
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ISI. To exploit the complementary strengths of Tx-FIR and
where ek denotes I(ts-T/2+kT); I(t) is the single bit
DFE, it seems natural to combine them as in the
response (SBR) of the raw channel; ts is the main cursor
architecture depicted in Fig. 1, using Tx-FIR to remove
location; and T is the bit time. When precursor only Txprecursor ISI and DFE to remove postcursor ISI. To avoid
FIR is applied, the mean of the edge samples for rising
the problems of closing a tight feedback loop at high clock
transitions at the original phase (before CDR update) is:
rates, this design unrolls the first DFE tap by using partial
0
1
response DFE (PrDFE) [1]. A 2x over-sampled clock-data
(2)
e0'  e1' ¦ wi (e0  e1 ) ¦ wi (e i  e1 i )
recovery (CDR) circuit recovers timing information, and
i m
i m
the filter coefficients are adapted using a sign-sign leastwhere wi is the ith Tx-FIR tap. For dispersive channels, the
mean-squares (SS-LMS) algorithm [2].
precursor ISI is generally positive and dominated by the
This paper first shows that if the DFE cancels all
first precursor (Fig. 2). Thus, the summation in (2) is
postcursor ISI, then a Tx-FIR for precursor ISI cancellation
dominated by w-1(e1-e2), which is negative for typical
does not improve voltage margin for two reasons: CDR and
channels. Thus, after Tx equalization, the mean of the edge
Tx-FIR adaptation interaction and transmitter peak-power
samples at the same phase becomes negative; in response
constraint. Since precursor ISI needs to be addressed at
to which, the CDR delays its phase position. As illustrated
high data rates, we propose a new method of adapting CDR
in Fig. 2, this delayed CDR position increases the precursor
locking phases that accounts for precursor ISI and
ISI seen by the data sampler. The SS-LMS algorithm tries
maximizes the eye opening at the data sampling location.
to zero-force the bigger precursor ISI, spending more
This technique is demonstrated with both simulation data
energy in precursor ISI cancellation and lowering the main
and lab measurements. For simulation, we use an in-house
cursor even more. After adaptation converges, the
statistical link analysis tool [3]. Measurement results are
precursor ISI is cancelled at the cost of more than half of
taken with the 90nm transceiver of [1].
the main cursor for the example channel shown in Fig. 2.
Precursor ISI cancellation
Fig. 3 shows measured voltage margin contours versus
with Tx-FIR in the presence of DFE
CDR phase and the transmitter first pre-tap value for a 16’’
A. Interaction between Tx-FIR adaptation and CDR
backplane channel. The link converges to a suboptimal
The Tx-FIR changes the overall channel response seen
point with too much pre-tap magnitude and too late of a
by the receiver while the CDR tracks the changes. Shifting
CDR phase. Link operating point with SS-LMS adaptation
the CDR locking position changes the ISI seen by the
is outside the contour plot with a pre-tap value of
samplers. This in turn changes the equalization tap weights
approximately -0.2 and CDR phase of roughly 88.
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Fig. 4 (a) CDR phase vs. measured voltage margin. (b) Measured
single bit responses with on-chip scope [2].

Fig. 2 Simulated single bit responses (SBR) before, during and
after adaptation.

Fig. 3 Measured voltage margin vs. Tx FIR pre-tap value and
CDR phase for a 16’’ backplane channel at 6.25Gb/s.

B. Transmitter Power Constraint
Interestingly, Fig. 3 shows that the optimal setting for
the pre-tap is 0 (no Tx-FIR). When postcursor ISI is
1

cancelled, voltage margin is roughly d 0  ¦ i f | d i | where
dk denotes I(ts+kT). We simulated 10 backplane channels
with different channel characteristics (-15dB to -35dB
attenuation at Nyquist frequency) for the transceiver shown
in Fig. 1. In all cases, the optimal weights of a 3 pre-tap
Tx-FIR are zero when a linear program is used to
maximize eye-height under a peak-power constraint [4].
Lab measurements verify this result. If the DFE is unable
to cancel all postcursor ISI, using Tx-FIR might improve
voltage margin by mitigating postcursor ISI.
Precursor ISI Compensation using CDR
The amount of precursor ISI seen by the receiver is
dependent on the data sampling phase. Therefore, by
adjusting the CDR locking phase, we can improve the
1

voltage margin by maximizing d 0  ¦i f | di | . Fig. 2
suggests that earlier CDR locking position results in less
precursor ISI without as much reduction in the main cursor.
A similar method was proposed for source-synchronous
applications [5].
Data filtering for 110 and 001 transitions and setting
edge sampler threshold to ±Dedge (Fig. 1b), we can control
the CDR locking phase by simply adjusting Dedge. When
Dedge is set equal to Ddata, the CDR locking phase is already
earlier than that of an NRZ receiver, but still does not
provide optimal performance (Fig. 4a). Fig. 4b shows the
single bit responses measured with on-chip scope [2] for a
16’’ backplane channel at 6.25Gb/s. After adjusting edge
sampler threshold, the new locking phase gives roughly a
12mV improvement in voltage margin from 114mV.
To optimize the CDR locking phase, we adjust the edge
sampler threshold using a gradient descent algorithm to
maximize the received voltage margin. At each edge

sampler threshold (each CDR locking phase), the DFE is
adapted with SS-LMS, and the ISI at the corresponding
data sampling location is cancelled. After the DFE settles,
voltage margin is measured. Unlike simply sampling a
given eye at a better location, shifting the DFE with the
CDR produces a different equalized eye at each CDR
locking position. The eye is maximized when the impact of
precursor ISI is minimal relative to the main cursor.
Fig. 5 plots simulated voltage margin versus Dedge for 3
different channels at 7.5Gb/s. Table 1 shows simulated
voltage margin for various CDR locking strategies. Among
them, NRZ locking gives the latest locking position and
worst voltage margin. Data filtering and directly using Ddata
as Dedge offers much better performance than NRZ locking.
Compared with setting Dedge to Ddata, optimizing Dedge
improves voltage margin by an additional 12-23%.
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Fig. 5 Simulated voltage margin vs. Dedge.

Conclusion
In this paper, we first showed that precursor cancellation
with Tx-FIR only degrades link performance when all
postcursor ISI is dealt with by the DFE. This is due to an
interaction between CDR and Tx-FIR adaptation, as well as
the transmitter peak-power constraint. To minimize the
impact of precursor ISI on link performance, we proposed
a new method of adapting the CDR locking position based
on voltage margin. This method improves link performance
compared to TX-FIR without explicit precursor ISI
cancellation hardware.
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